The following is an outline of the decisions made by the Central Committee during their last meeting. The decisions are not listed in the chronological order in which they were made but according to category.

1. **Program:**
   - During the month of February, a series of meetings will be held in Atlanta. A Program Dept. will be formed from these meetings and it will meet from Feb. 20 - 21. A mailing will be sent to all staff persons concerning the specifics of each meeting.

2. The concept of black students summer project has been approved.

3. Mildred Forman has been hired to develop a proposal for promotion program.

4. SNCC supports a boycott against Kodak products on the basis of Kodak's repaying on an agreement with FIGHT (a community organization in Rochester, NY) to hire and train 600 persons from the Black community.

5. Proposal by J.P. Tillman for a campus oriented promotion program was accepted with the understanding that this program be integrated into the SNCC campus program. His request for $1000 to implement this was rejected and alternative ways for this to be implemented were suggested.

6. Three persons (Regina Pleasant, Stanley Wise and Chester Camp) are to go to Belgrade, Florida to aid in developing a migrant workers strike there. Regina will stay and function as an office secretary.

7. There will be an Easter and Thanksgiving Students Conference.

8. Cleve Sellers, Bob Smith and Courtland Cox will attend the FDP meeting at Waveland, Mississippi on the 28th and 29th of this month to determine our involvement in the 67 Mississippi elections.

9. In terms of the elections, top priority is to be given to Sunflower County, Miss. and Greene County, Ala. special election.

10. SNCC will participate in a demonstration against Pres. De Silvia of Brazil when he arrives in New York.

11. SNCC agrees to sign a joint statement with Puerto Rican Indep. (MIP) supporting the right for Self Determination for Puerto Rico.

12. SNCC rejects proposal for a joint SSCC-SNCC call to mobilize southern demonstrators against the war in Vietnam during April 8 - 15. Campus division of SNCC is not prohibited from taking further action.

13. CC rejects participation of SNCC workers in a Saul Alinsky organizers training institute.
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SNCC offices:

Marion Barry's resignation as director of the Washington, D.C., office accepted. (The D.C. office will remain open pending the Feb. program meeting and the final report from the Geographical locations committee). Lester McKinnie is Director of the D.C. office.

The Chicago office is now closed.

Cliff Vaught has been asked to hand in his resignation and all activities in L.A. are suspended. Decision to hold a press conference to announce this was rescinded by a later vote.

Jim Forman is to go to Philadelphia to deal with problems in Philadelphia office. Clarence Harris will head up our operations there. Johnny Wilson will go to New York to help with the office operations there.

Freddie Greene was appointed acting executive secretary during Ruby Doris' illness.

New Staff:

Carolyn Tillman, Floridia Henderson, Lessie Boyd and Eddie Brooks who work in West Point, Miss., have been placed on staff.

Connie Henderson, Johnny Moses, Andrea Foley, Dina Malone have been hired to work in the Production Dept. of the Atlanta office.

Stokely:

The Central Committee rejected participation by Stokely on the Firing Line (a TV show) with William Buckley.

Stokely and Danny Brown will participate in a Black Conference emphasizing politics in San Francisco on the 28th of February.

Stokely is always to be accompanied by a SNCC staff person at his engagements.

Staff Meeting:

The staff meeting will be held May 1 to 7. The first five days will be closed except for SNCC staff and those invited. The last two days will be an open conference.
A planning committee for the staff meeting has been established. The members are: Jim Forman, John Buffington, Stanley Wise, Ivanhoe Donaldson, Charlie Cobb and William Porter.

Trips and Foreign Affairs:

To Cuba: Ike Coleman, Mary Varela; alternate - Rap Brown
To Vietnam: Gwen Robinson, Charlie Cobb
To Africa: Stokely, Rufus Hinton, Jesse Morris, (*) John Wilson; alternate - John Buffington. (The African trip is tentatively planned from early March to April 8th — none of the other have definite dates).

A sub-committee was appointed to recommend persons for trips abroad. The persons on this committee are:

Cleve Sellers, Stokely Carmichael, Bob Smith, Stanley Wise and Jim Forman.

Jim Forman was given overall responsibility for foreign affairs.

Money disbursed:

$200 will be given to the Atlanta garage on Feb. 5th to make the garage commercial and support itself.

$120 to John Buffington to get his bus out of the shop.

Campus:

Central Committee decided to reinstate SNCC chapters, hopefully on all 144 southern Black campuses.

Personnel Committee:

The Central Committee decided that the Program Secretary, the Atlanta Office Director and the acting Executive Secretary form personnel committee to present to the next Central Committee in writing biography and work details of all SNCC personnel.